The Courts Aren't Courts
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Is the cognitive dissonance too much to bear? People can't grasp the meaning of what I am telling them?

These things masquerading as courts aren't courts. They haven't been since the Civil War.

I have prior to this given you the direct citations of the actions of the Rump Congress in May of 1865 creating ten military Districts in the Southern States and establishing quasi-military tribunals under the authority of military officers of the rank of Brigadier General and above. These military commanders are then charged with choosing civilians to run these "courts" and specifically to run interference for the military occupiers with the civilian population---- storefronts, in other words, giving the "appearance of justice" while applying Draconian Martial Common Law to anyone suspected of being a "rebel", and purportedly also responsible for administering The Law of Peace for everyone else.

I have shown you all that this repugnant legislation by the incorporated Territorial "Congress" along with the bulk of the equally repugnant "Reconstruction Acts" have remained in place ever since.

More recently, our researchers have confirmed that these quasi-military "courts" have been extended throughout the United States, that the Adjutant Generals and their Uniformed Officers (illegally conscripted doctors and nurses and dentists and county coroners--- Title XXXVII) have been responsible for creating and administering the falsified public records mischaracterizing everyone as "rebels" and as Territorial and Municipal "citizens".

We have also confirmed that The Law of Peace --- Department of the Army Pamphlet 27-161-1--- is still in full force and effect but is deliberately being side-stepped and not applied to millions of hapless American civilian victims of this gigantic British/Roman Fraud Scheme.

These are war crimes being committed on our shores by our own employees. Still don't believe it?

Here are some salient facts just uncovered in Texas:

* A law degree is not required to serve as a County Judge.

* 222 of 254 (87%) of county judges in Texas are not attorneys.

* 60-70% of the county judge's job is administrative management (They are kept busy manipulating and bilking all the bogus "public trusts" the monsters have constructed “in our names”)

*In the last two years, only 7 misdemeanor cases went to trial.
Take home message? These aren't courts.

The statistics for "federated" --- that is, incorporated "State of State" Courts and municipal "STATE OF STATE" COURTS are even worse, though some of them require judges to have a JD and some require Bar Membership, though God knows why.

Out of thousands of "judges" investigated, only one, a guy in Wisconsin who was unnaturally diligent or simply intent on covering his own butt, had all the credentials in place to serve as a judge.

We have also exposed the fact that the Territorial "Congress" meddled with the federal judge's Oath of Office so that none of them have had a constitutionally correct and enforceable Oath since 1991. They changed the language from requiring judges to act "agreeable to the Constitution" to discharging their "duties under the Constitution" when it is plain to see that they have no duties "under the Constitution".

It's all just a cynical, evil, illegal, immoral, foreign privateer's operation designed to subject and rob the American States and People. The British/Roman perpetrators hide behind their hand chosen civilian "judges" in what appear to be our own civilian courts, and they act as impostors---bill collectors in robes-- for the actual Evil Empire via abuse of illegally constructed and fraudulently created public trusts and transmitting utilities.

These are crimes of identity theft, mischaracterization, impersonation, barratry, and personage, being practiced against us by our own employees.

Every judge and military officer who has knowingly participated in this system of institutionalized plundering and pillaging is guilty of grand theft, unlawful conversion, conspiracy against the Constitution, identity theft and more. Every attorney who has brought charges under these false presumptions and conditions of constructive fraud is guilty of personage and barratry. Every member of the Territorial Congress acting to create and enforce these conditions is guilty of treason against this country and its people.

The only way out is prompt action to put a stop to the fraud and criminality.

We have given extensive Public Notice of these facts for a period of years to all parties concerned. Today, we read that Russia is preparing to attack London to stave off World War III for the rest of us. President Putin has figured out where the real problem lies and that the Americans have been used and abused by these monsters and are not at fault, other than for our outrageous gullibility.

Let's hope that our own military finds its butt with both hands and does what needs to be done to clear out these "courts" that they have been responsible for administering. Let's pray that our sons and daughters in the military embrace the actual civilian government and administer The Law of Peace. Let's also hope they have brains enough to stand aside and let Putin do what needs to be done---whatever that comes to for Britain and Rome.
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